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Abstract
Foxx, A.J., Wojcik, S.T., 2021. Plasticity in response to soil texture affects the relationships between a shoot
and root trait and responses vary by population. Folia Oecologica, 48 (2): 199–204.
The relationships between shoot and root traits can inform plant selection for restoration, forestry, and agriculture and help to identify relationships that inform plant productivity and enhance their performance. But
the strength of coordination between above- and belowground morphological and physiological traits varies
due to differences in edaphic properties and population variation. More assessments are needed to determine
what conditions influence these relationships. So, we tested whether plant population and soil texture affect
the relationship between shoot and root traits which have important ecological ramifications for competition
and resource capture: shoot height and root tip production. We grew seedlings of two populations of Bromus
tectorum due to is fast growing nature in a growth chamber in loam soil, sand, and clay. We found variation in
height by plant population and the substrate used (R2 = 0.44, p < 0.0001), and variation in root tip production
by the substrate used (R2 = 0.33, p < 0.0001). Importantly, we found that relationships between shoot height
and root tip production varied by soil texture and population (R2 = 0.54, p < 0.0001), and growth in sand
produced the strongest relationship and was the most water deficient substrate (R2 = 0.32). This shows that
screening populations under several environments influences appropriate plant selection.
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Introduction
The relationships between shoot and root traits make it
possible to assess potential coupling between above- and
belowground traits. Knowledge of these trait relationships are
important for assessments in many fields such as agriculture
for phenotyping studies aimed at crop improvement to increase
aboveground yield (McGrail et al., 2020) and restoration, for
matching optimal traits to environments that improve plant
performance (Leger and Baughman, 2015). Shoot-root trait
relationships are also used to characterize ecological strategies
and whether shoots and roots have coordinated responses to

resources (Freschet et al., 2010; Shen et al., 2019; Abbasi
et al., 2021). These relationships are also used to determine
whether shoot traits can be good predictors of root traits
to reduce time and labor-intensive field root excavation.
However, while growth and functioning of both organs are
connected via morphological and physiological processes,
such as translocation of photoassimilates and water, root and
shoots experience direct and indirect interactions with the
abiotic and biotic environment that interfere with the strength
of the relationships between their traits (Kembel and Cahill,
2011). More research is needed to identify the conditions that
impact the relationships of shoots and roots.
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Here we assess the relationship between one shoot
and one root trait: plant height and root tip production
as a component of root system architecture. Plant height
is an important trait that influences light capture for
photosynthesis and plays an important role in ecological
strategy (Westoby, 1998), and taller plants are better
able to pre-empt light from neighbors (Liu et al., 2009;
Craine and Dybzinski, 2013). Plant height is also plastic
in response to the abiotic and biotic environment, for
example, in response to competitors and water stress (Liu
et al., 2009; Boutraa et al., 2010). Root tips, hidden in the
soil, are ecologically important for different plant growth
forms, from herbaceous species to tree species. Root tips
are responsible for most of the nitrate and water uptake
from the soil (Lazof et al., 1992; Varney and Canny,
1993). Root tip production by plants is highly plastic. For
instance, Lolium perenne increased lateral root proliferation
eightfold under water stress (Jupp and Newman, 1987) to
increase resource capture. Greater root tip proliferation
also aids resource capture indirectly through increased
sites for mycorrhizal associations (Oláh et al., 2005)
and improves survival in dry and competitive conditions
(Stevanato et al., 2011; Atwater et al., 2015; Foxx and
Kramer, 2020a, 2020b). Determining the number of the
root tips is labor- and time-intensive, and coordination
with an easy to measure aboveground trait of plant –height
–would aid in trait extrapolation. However, research has
shown coordinated and decoupled responses of shoot and
root traits to environmental stressors (Foxx and Fort,
2019), thus, how plasticity affects shoot-root relationships
requires integration in research. The spatial and temporal
variation in resource availability and physical properties
of soils (Chapman et al., 2012) have importance to plant
plastic responses. Different soil textures provide the plant
with different physical and nutrient environments. For
example, the bulk flow movement of water and nutrients
to the roots, accounts for most nutrient capture for plants
(Casper and Jackson, 1997) and varies by soil texture
(Chapman et al., 2012). Bulk flow in sand decreases
significantly as the soil dries out (Chapman et al., 2012),
and clay is negatively charged, causing ammonia to bind to
it (Nye and Tinker, 1977) and thus is not readily available
to the plant. Loam soil is heterogeneous and has greater
nutrient and water holding capacity which improves
growth conditions for the plant. Few studies have assessed
the influence of plant plasticity on shoot-root relationships
with different soil textures. Additionally, traits, such as

root tip production can vary by plant source population
and have important influences on plant survival and
competition (Foxx and Kramer, 2020a, 2020b). Hajek et
al. (2013) showed intraspecific variation in aspen demes
for nine root and shoot traits and varying strength of shootroot trait relationships. Taken together, considering how
shoot and root traits and their relationships vary by source
population and in response to soil textures is important to
fully understand how well traits can be used to infer about
either organ.
To assess the impact of soil texture and source
population on trait plasticity and on the relationship
between a shoot and a root trait, we used a growth
chamber study with Bromus tectorum growing in three
granulometrically different substrates: clayey, loamy, and
sandy textures. We hypothesize that 1) plant height and
root tip production will vary by soil texture and source
population, and 2) that the relationships between height
and root tip production will differ by soil texture and
source population.
Material and methods
We used the annual grass Bromus tectorum L., which is
13
invasive, particularly in arid regions of the United States
(Chambers et al., 2007; Young and Clements, 2007).
We selected it due to its quick growth and high rate of
germination (Foxx and Kramer, 2020a). Seeds were
haphazardly wild collected from two plant populations,
one located near Moab, UT, USA (The Bonderman Field
Station at Rio Mesa, hereafter, Rio Mesa, Table 1) and one
from Kanab, UT, USA (Johnson Creek, Table 1) in June
2013. Seeds were stored at 15% humidity and at 15 °C for
two years prior to the experiment. We surface sterilized
150 seeds of both populations with 8% bleach solution
for 30 seconds followed by a deionized water rinse for
one minute. Next, we placed seeds of each population
on separate 90 mm diameter petri dishes filled with 1.5%
solidified agar for cold moist stratification at 3 °C in a
refrigerator at the Chicago Botanic Garden (Glencoe, IL,
USA) until we observed germination indicated by radicle
emergence (1mm). Cold-moist stratification began on
21 October 2015, and seeds were moved to the growth
chamber on 31 October 2015 for warm stratification at
25.5 °C/15 °C and 15%/6% relative humidity on a 12-h
day/night cycle.

Table
1. 1.
Bromus
tectorum
population
location
information
forfor
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seed
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sample
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substrate
type
Table
Bromus
tectorum
population
location
information
wild
seed
collections
and
sample
size
each
substrate
type
Seed collection location
Rio Mesa (UT, USA)

Johnson Creek (UT, USA)

Geographical
coordinates
38.793°N, 109.191°W

37.0475°N, 112.5263°W

Clay

Sample
size
13

Loam

12

Substrate used

Sand

14

Clay

10

Loam

15

Sand

14
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One germinant was planted in each cone-tainer
(Stuewe and Sons, Tangent, OR USA) filled with one of
three substrate types: commercial fine sand, loam (Fafard
germination mix, Sungro horticulture, Agawarm, MA,
USA), and clay pellets. Germinants were planted in the
substrates on 4 November 2015. We applied MurashigeSkoog (Sigma Aldrich, MO, USA) half strength nutrients
(4g L–1) after four days of growth. Plants were watered
twice weekly. We measured plant height after seven days
of growth, and we mounted the plants on labeled paper
following harvesting with gentle root washing after
14 days of growth to measure root tip production. Root
tip production is the sum of the parent root tips and all
of their branches. Lastly, we measured the substrate
moisture content using a standard volume of substrate in
filled, plant-free cone-tainers using a soil moisture probe
following uniform wetting of the soil samples with water.
We used ten samples per substrate type.
All analyses were performed using R (R Core
Team, 2021, version 4.1.0). Plant height was square root
transformed to meet assumptions of normality. To evaluate
whether root tip production and shoot height varied by
the source population and the substrate used, we used a
generalized linear model for count data with a Poisson
distribution and a linear model, respectively. To assess if the
relationship between plant height and root tip production
varied by the source population and the substrate used,
we used a generalized linear model to compare the
relationships. For all models, the source population and
substrate used were included as additive terms in the most
complicated model, and we used stepwise backwards
elimination of nonsignificant variables (p ≥ 0.05) to select
the minimally adequate model (Crawley, 2005). Data are
available online (Foxx and Wojcik, 2020).
Results
Sand and clay had similar moisture content and had a
greater water deficit than loam, both with up to 60% less
water (Fig. 1). Plant height significantly differed between
different populations and substrate textures (R2 = 0.44;
p < 0.0001; Fig. 2a). Growth in the clay substrate resulted

1. Mean and standard
moisture content incontent
samples of clay, sand, and loam substrates.
Fig. 1. Mean and Fig
standard
errorerrorofof moisture
in samples of clay, sand, and loam substrates.

in the shortest plants for both populations, whereas plants
were taller in sand than clay, and loam resulted in the tallest
plants. Root tip production differed by soil texture, but not
by population (R2 = 0.32, p < 0.0001, Fig. 2b). Plants had
greater root tip production in sand and similar and lower
root tip production in clay and loam, respectively.
The relationship between the root tip production and
shoot height significantly differed by soil texture and
marginally by plant population (R2 = 0.54, p < 0.0001, Fig.
3). There was a generally positive relationship between
root tip production and plant height. Sand and clay had
larger slopes, which indicated stronger relationships
between the traits. Greater root tip production positively
influenced plant height the most in sand, followed by
clay, and the least in loam. In the case of sand and loam
substrates, the Johnson Creek plant population increased
root tip production more in relationship to an increase in
plant height than did the Rio Mesa population, and the
opposite relationship was observed in clay (Fig. 3).
Discussion
We show that shoot and root traits and their relationships
are affected by soil texture and this differs by plant
15
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source population. Furthermore, soil texture influenced
plastic responses of root tip production and soil texture
and source population of plants influenced plant height.
To our knowledge, no study simultaneously addresses
plant populations and their plasticity induced by
granulometroically different substrates and their effects on
the relationships of traits. Notably, sand had the strongest
effect on shoot-root linkage, followed by clay. Both sand
and clay had greater water deficit and produced the most
root tips, while clay pellets suppressed aboveground
growth the most. These findings suggest that the resulting
physical properties of the substrates and source plant
population play an important role in the strength of shootroot trait relationships and affect the possibility to derive
traits of a plant organ from the traits of another.
Dry sand increased root tip production, and this agrees
with findings in the literature (Jupp and Newman, 1987;
Placido et al., 2020). Because the sand substrate had the
lowest moisture content, coupled with comparable shoot
height with loam substrate with nearly 60% greater moisture
content, this indicates that greater root tip production
in sand likely improved water uptake (Sharma and
Ghidyal, 1977; Sharp and Davies, 1979) and supported
aboveground growth. This is surprising given evidence
that shoot growth decreases with water stress (Silva et al.,
2012), however measuring other aboveground traits in this
study revealed different patterns. The Rio Mesa population
had greater shoot height than the Johnson Creek, but we
lack information about the population and site that could
help explain these trait patterns in response to the substrate
used. Loam substrate produced the tallest plants with the
fewest root tips and this is likely due to the greater water
and nutrient availability in loam due to organic matter
- which does not warrant a number of plastic responses
due to abundant resources (e.g., Sorgonà et al., 2007).
Both shoot height and root tip production were lowest
in the clay substrate, and the particle size of the pellets
and large pore space between the pellets likely influenced
this relationship due to low moisture content. Hydraulic
conductivity increases with particle size (Chapman et
al., 2012) as do infiltration and percolation through the
substrate, which reduce moisture content. The resulting

water loss due to substrate properties likely suppressed
root and shoot growth and this was similarly found in soil
with higher content of rock fragments (large particle size)
which negatively impacted leaf growth (Martre et al.,
2002); though Sasse (2020) showed variable trends in root
tip production in response to particle size.
Shoot-root trait relationship
The relationship between shoot height and root tip
production was strongest in the case of sand substrate and
weakest in the case of the loam substrate (Fig. 2). This
coincides with stronger relationships between shoots
and roots under greater water stress. The process that
underlies these patterns may lie in the responses of the
individual traits to the moisture content and in the physical
properties of the substrates described above. In sand, the
greater root tip production likely improved uptake of soil
water and supported plant height, which accounts for the
stronger linkage. Similarly, the weaker shoot-root linkage
in the case of the loam substrate is due to the opposing
responses of root tip production compared to shoot height
and a study by Wang and Taub (2010) showed reduced
root plasticity in high nutrient content and under greater
water availability. Shen et al. (2019) tested the role of
two abiotic factors, soil fertility and light gradients, on the
relationship between plant shoot and root traits in species
of a subtropical rainforest. The authors found shoot traits
to be good predictors of root traits, at varied resource
availability. The trait and substrate results parallel our
findings even though the rainforest habitat differs from
the arid environment that B. tecorum of this study was
collected from.
We detected population-level differences in this shootroot trait relationship which indicates that aspects of the
population’s biology influenced the trait responses, though
we lack information about the populations to draw parallels
to plant traits. Interestingly, root tip production responded
significantly to soil texture while height did not, suggesting
an overriding importance of edaphic characteristics, but
other studies have shown variability among populations in
other grass species (Rowe and Leger, 2011; Atwater et
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al., 2015; Foxx and Kramer, 2020a, 2020b). No study to
our knowledge simultaneously tests source population and
plasticity in response to different soil textures.
Future work and study limitations
Our results generally suggest that conclusions about root
traits based on shoot traits (or vice versa) must be based
on the results of testing different abiotic environments
and consider population variation (Adu, 2020). We used
B. tectorum to test this principle because it grows quickly.
It is an invasive species, and its invasiveness is linked to
capabilities of its fibrous root system. These findings may
differ in non-invasive species, and more work on multiple
populations of non-invasive species is needed. The fact that
the plant height was recorded after seven days of growth
and the root tip production was recorded after 14 days of
growth raises the possibility that the relationships could
have been different with synchronized trait recordings.
However, the relationships here were still strong and
significant (Fig. 2), and sufficient to draw conclusions.
The two traits studied here are of ecological significance,
though assessing multiple root and shoot traits would
enhance future research that tests various substrates.
Finally, future research should focus on heterogeneity of
substrates including particle size and pore size distribution
to link the findings more strongly to natural conditions in
the field.
Conclusions
Our results indicate that the substrate used, and potentially
the water content and pore size affect a shoot-root trait
relationship and the strength of inference for shoot height
from root tip production and vice versa. Greater water
stress and stressful physical attributes of the soil, which
reduce moisture content, led to a closer coordination of
shoot height to the root tip production than did the substrate
with greater moisture content. Researchers wishing to
draw inference on root or shoot traits using traits of the
other organ must consider substrate properties and plant
population effects on these outcomes.
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